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WINTER 2022
The long cold winter nights are coming to an end and spring is right around the corner. We hope you and your family have been out enjoying all that our land has to offer during this winter season. It is amazing to see how our land comes to life during the winter months and continues to provide for us in many ways; showing us how valuable it is to our people.

Our leadership team, through the direction of the Board continues to move SNC forward. Our dual mission of earning profits while protecting our land and culture is unique and is ingrained in everything we do; we cannot do one without the other.

We are proud of the benefits we have been able to provide to Shareholders, especially during these challenging times of the pandemic. We continue to build upon and increase benefits to Shareholders through increased dividend distributions, educational financial support to our Shareholders and Descendants as well as bereavement assistance.

We are pleased to report that the 2020 Cares Act funds of almost $6 million have been distributed to our Shareholders. The Board directed the funds be distributed to Shareholders through the Direct Assistant Program (DAP), for which our staff worked diligently in a short amount of time to inform Shareholders of this opportunity and provide application assistance. Special assistance was provided to our elders. Over 3,000 Shareholders applied for this assistance through two rounds of payments, $2,500 and $600.

Looking back at 2021, our preliminary financial results are positive. Driven by our mission, we continue to manage our subsidiaries proactively for long term success as they proceed to contribute toward the corporation’s bottom line. Our leadership philosophy of investing in our staff across our organization positions us for both long term operational and financial success and is central to our business model and consistent with our corporate values; the financial performance of each subsidiaries reflects this.

Having a solid foundation, positions us to take advantage of acquisition opportunities that provide diversification of our portfolio of businesses, like the vertical integration growth in the supply chain which is currently planned for summer of 2022. Using an incremental and disciplined approach, we continue to evaluate opportunities in areas that make strategic sense.

As we continue to build our team to achieve our strategic plan, we will be increasing our communication and marketing efforts to better reach out to our Shareholders and Descendants in creative ways to build relationships and establish meaningful connections.

Hitting the ground running on our planning efforts for the 49th Annual Meeting of Shareholders, we look forward to sharing our progress over the past year. With this year’s meeting theme of “Our Land, Our Home, Our Heart.” we are excited to celebrate our lands as the heart of our people and corporation.

With the change in season nearing, we hope your families are safe and are participating in subsistence activities. Thank you for the opportunity to serve our people.
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) was passed by Congress on March 27, 2020. This bill allotted $2.2 trillion to provide fast and direct economic aid to the American people negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The CARES Act reserved $8 billion from the Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF) for payments to Tribal governments. At its inception, these funds were not available for Alaska Native Corporations and federally recognized tribes in Alaska but were later approved in June 2021 under Title V of the CARES Act.

In September 2021, Sitnasuak Native Corporation (SNC) received $5.96 million of the CARES Act funding and developed the SNC Direct Assistance Program (DAP) which allowed for the corporation to provide needs-based assistance directly to Shareholders. The DAP provided cash assistance directly to eligible SNC Shareholders who experienced extra expenses and/or loss of income related to the pandemic. The program, which originally started as a single round application of up to $2,500 was extended for a second round to allow for the remaining funds to be directed to Shareholders. The second-round application allowed for Shareholders to apply for up to $600.

With nearly 69% of SNC Shareholder applications in the first round and 45% in the second round, SNC was able to allocate all the CARES Act funds before the December 31, 2021, deadline. Addressing the impacts of COVID-19 on Our People and within our community was a top priority for the SNC Board of Directors and through the DAP, SNC was able to make a difference in the lives of over 3,000 Shareholders and their families.

There were many organizations and Shareholders that contributed to the success of this program and SNC would like to thank each and everyone of them for their hardwork and dedication to these efforts. A big thank you to Shareholders Elizabeth Ahwinona and Brittany Brown for their work coordinating with Shareholders and non-profit organizations to spread the word as well as Sockeye Consulting and MSI Communication for their work in making the program information readily available. Finally, thank you to the SNC Management and Staff for working together to go the extra mile for our Shareholders from every level.

Shareholder Elizabeth Ahwinona

Quyaana!

Board of Directors:

Barbara (Barb) Amarok, Chair
Gloria A. Karmun, 1st Vice Chair
LieuDell Goldsberry, 2nd Vice Chair
Edna (Becka) Baker, Treasurer

Helen Bell, Secretary
Louis Green Jr., Director
Marcella (Chugie) Folk, Director
Richard Foster, Director

Kathleen (Katie) Bourdon, Director
Joseph Garnie, Director
Jaylene Wheeler, Director
Welcome

New Shareholders
to the Sitnasuak Family

ANINGAYOU, DEBRA
Bahnke, Alicyn
Bergamaschi, Shanelle
Blackley, Shannon
Blank, Arlynn
Blank, Eliana
Blank, Elijah
Buck, William
Dahl, Bruce
Davenport, Flossie
Davis, Annalieze
Davis-Nayokpu, Ivan
Douglas, Christian
Farrell, Robert
Gallagher, Brandy
GologerGen, Galen
GologerGen-Tran, Brendon
GologerGen-Tran, Tyson
Goodman, Dustin
Green, Aden
Green, Emmett
Harris, Nathanael
Heckler, Carolyn
Henry, Brenda
Henry, Harriett
Henry Jr, Wayne
Henry-Aukongak, Annette
Hoogendorn, Arabella
Hoogendorn, Raymond
Horton, Jamie
Horton, Jase
Horton, Joseph
Horton, Neva
Hughes, Gabriella
Hughes, Kenai
Hughes, Kodey
Hughes, Parker
Iyatunguk, Esther
Iyatunguk, Florence
Iyatunguk, Inez
Iyatunguk, Nora
Iyatunguk, Pauline
Iyatunguk, Verne
James, Esther
Kayotuk, Angela
Kisala, Janine
Lovell, Laura
Lythgoe, Veranna
Martin, Jossalyn
Martin, Maevin
Medlin, Daynon
Merchant, Courtney
Merchant, Rene
Meyer, Mitch
Meyer, Rusty
Miller, Andrew J.
Miller, Holland
Miller, Jack
Miller, Kacey
Miller, Kaia
Miller, Kellie
Miller, Lexi
Miller, Maggie
Miller, Robert
Nayokpu, Logan
Olanna, Hilda
Olson, Anita
Olson, Cameryn
Olson, Katherine
Olson, Peter
Olson, Renatta
Pearson, Eliana
Richards, Molly
Sherman, Carly
Sherman, Casey
Sherman, Cody
Sherman, Jada
Simon, Derek
Simon, Lawrence
Smith, Abilene
Smith, Natasha
Smith, Xavier
Stiles, Cameron
Tozier, Abigail
Tyree-Booshu, William
Wongittlin, Atticus
Wongittlin, Ezra
Mark Kruse from Eagle River, Alaska joined the SNC team in September 2021 as an IT Technician II to provide IT Support to SNC and its subsidiaries. With his strong background in computer programming, Kruse has a lot to contribute to the organization and its family of businesses.

Prior to SNC, Kruse worked for Alaskan Network Security, TEKsystems, Wells Fargo and Bureau of Land Management as an IT Specialist. Kruse studied both at Colorado Mountain College and the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) to obtain his Associate of Applied Science in Ski Area Operations and his Bachelors of Science in Technology, respectively. With his passion for programming in Python, C and Powershell, he later went on to get his Computer Networking Technology Degree from UAA. Kruse also brings with him certifications in Cisco Networks (CCNA) and Python Programming (PCAP).

Outside of the office, you can find Kruse outdoors connecting his passion for technology and his love for the outdoors. “I love the outdoors and have learned to blend my outdoor hobbies with technology. I like to track how much distance I can bicycle, cross country or downhill ski per session,” says Kruse. With all the technological and operational advancements SNC looks to achieve within the next few years, Kruse is sure to play a large role!

Sitnasuak Native Corporation is excited to announce the hire of Shareholder, Brittany Brown as their Director of Marketing and Communications. Brown comes to the organization with over 11 years of experience in Public and Community Relations to lead and grow their communications and marketing initiatives.

After graduating from the University of Alaska Anchorage with her Bachelors in Business Administration and then with her Masters of Industrial Distribution from Texas A&M University, Brown served in a variety of public relations and community development roles across the State of Alaska, including work with Fortune 500 oil & gas industry leaders, Regional and Village Native Corporations as well as State and Federal Government. She began her professional journey as a Shareholder Relations Intern at SNC and over the last decade has worked with several organizations establishing a reputation for building and maintaining strong, trusting relationships with communities and industry professionals to develop and promote shared visions and mutual benefits.

Brown has served on both the Alaska Native Professionals Association and Kenai Peninsula Tourism Marketing Council Board of Directors where she worked to increase regional economic growth and build local community involvement.
Why opt-in to digital delivery this year?

Sitnasuak Native Corporation (SNC) is excited to share that it is moving to an environmentally friendly method of distributing the Annual Meeting materials that will add value to the bottom line for our Shareholders! It is easy to sign up and you can opt-out of electronic delivery at any time.

If you decide to opt-in to receiving your Proxy materials digitally, you will:

• Enjoy the convenience of receiving your materials in the comfort of your home
• Avoid potential delays due to postal issues
• Saving approximately 105 pages of paper
• View materials at your convenience
• Have the option to vote your shares electronically
• Receive Proxy materials earlier than before

Questions?
Please call 907.929.7000 or email: digitaldelivery@snc.org

Learn more and Opt-in at snc.org today!

The deadline to opt-in to digital delivery is 4:00 PM April 26, 2022. If you opt-in before the deadline, you will be automatically entered into a drawing to win 1 of 5 e-gift cards of $200 each!

There are two ways to Opt-in:

1) MySNC Shareholder Portal - the easiest and most efficient way to have ready access to SNC information.

2) Visit the SNC website here: (snc.org) to access an online consent form to complete and submitted. These requests may take longer to process.

Scan to learn more here:

Opt-in and Go Green!
Our Lands, Our Home, Our Heart

SAVE THE DATE!

Saturday, June 25, 2022
10 AM AKDT

Join SNC virtually for the 49th Annual Meeting of Shareholders.

Shareholder Relations Department is here to serve you!

A friendly reminder to update contact information such as:
Name Changes, Mailing Addresses, Phone Numbers and Email Addresses!

This helps us stay connected and able to share with you our latest news, and important notices and events happening throughout the year!

The most efficient way to update your information is to register or use the MySNC Shareholder Portal that is accessible 24/7!

Interested in starting or updating a last will and testament, gifting shares or enrolling in Direct Deposit?

Please contact the Shareholder Department:
In Nome at 907.387.1200, in Anchorage at 907.929.7000 or email Shareholder@snc.org to assist you with any Shareholder needs.
IN MEMORIAM

Our sincere condolences to the family and friends of the recently passed on Shareholders.

GEORGE AHWINONA
ELVA AMIDON
AMRAM
VIVIAN ASPON
BEN ATTATAYUK
MARION AUKON
MARIA BAHIR
ESTHER BOURDON
LAWRENCE BRUCE DAVIS

CLARA EVAN
CHERYL FERREIRA
SIDNEY HERMAN
HARRIS IVANOFF SR
WILLIAM KOKULUK
FREDRICK KOST
LORENA HORTON
ANTHONY MARTIN
JAY OLIVER

JAMES OMIAK SR
LISA ORR-HICKEY
BRENT OUTWATER
GILBERT OZENNA JR
KEVIN J. PISCOYA
LOLA SHELDON
ROBERT SNYDER
JANICE YERKOVICH

PLEASE SEND OBITUARY AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO SHAREHOLDER@SNC.ORG
ELDER SPOTLIGHTS:

Delia Iyapana

Delia (Irigoo) Iyapana was born in Gambell, Alaska.

Her parents were late Clarence M. Irrigoo, Sr. and Mildred (Walunga) Irrigoo. Delia was raised in both Gambell and Nome.

Delia is the youngest of seven children.

In 1965, the family moved to Nome. Clarence M. Irrigoo, Sr. worked as a butcher at N.C. Company Store, for many years. While Mildred worked as maid at the North Star Hotel.

Delia attended Gambell BIA School, Nome Elementary and Nome-Beltz High School.

Employment included working at FAA, BIA, Alaska State Troopers, Norton Sound Health Corporation and Sitnasuak Native Corporation.

She is blessed with 3 sons, grandchildren, and great grandchildren.

Delia enjoys camping, picnics and gathering berries, sharing subsistence foods and lives a rich traditional life.

John Waghiyi, Jr.

John Waghiyi, Jr., was born to John Sr. and Della Waghiyi. John was in raised in both Nome and Savoonga.

John has been married for 48 years to his wife Arlene. Together, John and Arlene have raised 11 children, 7 of which they have adopted.

John takes great pride in living the traditional lifestyle of the St Lawrence Island Yupik people, being a subsistence provider for his family; a whaling captain; a drummer and dancer for the Savoonga Dance group; a former bilingual teacher; and a very skilled artist. John and Arlene sell their beautiful works of art that they make (from the resources that they gather) at various arts and crafts shows across the state of Alaska.

John would like to share with others to “please teach your children and grandchildren as much of your traditional language as possible, and that Spirituality and Subsistence are our God given privileges.”

* If you have not received a 2021 Calendar, please contact us at 907.387.1200 or 907.929.7000 or email: shareholder@snc.org.
Victoria Marquez

Kalaggina, Victoria Marquez is a Descendant graduate that was born and raised in Anchorage, Alaska. Victoria was raised in a large family with 9 siblings of whom she is very close with. Her Mother is Luana Greybear from Anchorage and Father is Tadeusz Treder from Poland. Victoria’s Grandparents are the Geneva Bright from Dillingham and John Penetac from King Island. Victoria is happily married to her husband Nathan and together they share two children, Lillian and Robert Marquez.

Victoria graduated from University of Alaska Anchorage in August 2021 with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing Science with a minor in Alaska Native Studies with a focus on policy. She desires to go back to UAA to become a nurse practitioner as well as her strong goal of learning her Inupiaq and Unungam Tanuu languages.

“I have always known I wanted to work in the healthcare field taking care of Alaskan native and American Indian populations. I’ve always wanted to give back to my community and that’s what sparked my interest in becoming a nurse.”

“Sitnasuak scholarships gave me the financial freedom to focus solely on my education. Instead of having to work outside school and study hours I was able to spend time with my family which meant the world to me. I am so grateful for the Sitnasuak team and for all that they do.”

Victoria currently works at ANMC in Anchorage as a Registered Nurse (RN) and is passionate to serve her local community.

Victoria is a huge fan of Native Youth Olympics and World Eskimo Indian Olympics. You can find her enjoying the outdoors salmon and halibut fishing, hunting sea otter and blueberry picking with family and friends.

“Beginning your journey in continuing education can feel daunting, challenging, and uncomfortable at times but that’s when you’re growing the most.”

“There are individuals and organizations in our communities that want to see us succeed, please reach out!”

– Victoria

CONGRATS GRAD!

SITNASUAK NATIVE CORPORATION
Austin Moore

Aukarina, Austin Moore is a Descendant, graduate and current scholarship recipient born and raised in Troy, North Carolina and is currently residing in Greensboro, North Carolina. Austin’s parents are Jody and Lori (Hair) Moore, his Grandma is Ruth Simpson Hair and Great Grandmother is Madeline Piscoya Simpson.

Austin Graduated with highest honors (Summa Cum Laude) at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG) a Bachelor of Science Degree in Kinesiology with a concentration in sports medicine. When he attended UNCG, he also held leadership positions such as President and Treasurer of the Bass Fishing Team and held a number of executive positions in his fraternity (Kappa Delta Rho).

Currently, Austin is a 3rd year student at Elon University located in Elon, North Carolina working on his Doctorate in Physical Therapy.

“I was inspired to take on this path by my father’s diagnosis of muscular dystrophy, my own sports injuries, and my own curiosity and love for science of the human body. Once I finish my degree and pass my board examination, I intend to work as an outpatient orthopedic physical therapist. I look forward to continuing my education to receive my certifications in vestibular rehabilitation, spinal manipulative therapy and dry needling.”

“SNC scholarships have been a tremendous help in relieving the financial burden of being a graduate student. Scholarships received from SNC alone have been substantial enough to cover the full cost of housing each year I have been in Physical Therapy School. I am grateful to be a recipient. I encourage others to take advantage of the scholarship programs available via My-cache. They alone have paved my path to a more affordable education. My only regret was not taking advantage of those opportunities sooner.”

Austin professionally enjoys working with a variety of patients and learning how to treat different types of injuries and impairments. He looks forward to working with athletes, wounded soldiers, and helping others return to activities that are important to them. Personally, Austin enjoys traveling and experiencing the great outdoors. Generally, Austin spends most of his spare time fishing and hunting with family and friends. He’s currently planning his next fishing trip to Smith Mountain Lake in Virginia.

“I encourage everyone perusing a degree and or certification, whether it takes you ten months or ten years, to persevere and endure in order to achieve your goals. Remember, you can achieve anything by tackling each daily challenge and staying focused on your end game.”

- Austin Moore

CONGRATS GRAD!
Shareholders Mark Your Calendars for a
Shareholder Informational Meeting
SATURDAY
MARCH 26, 2022
10:00 AM

Register and submit questions and comments before the deadline of 4pm March 23, 2022 by visiting snc.org.

Questions or need assistance?
Please call 907.929.7000 or email: shareholder@snc.org

Welcome to the Sitnasuak Native Corporation (SNC) Informational Meeting!

Sitnasuak Native Corporation Seeks
Solicitation of Candidates for Board Positions

- Three (3) board of director seats will be elected during the 49th Annual Meeting of Shareholders on June 25, 2022, with terms until the 52nd Annual Meeting.
- Candidates must be 18 years or older by the filing date & meet other eligibility requirements.
- Interested Shareholders must submit a candidate questionnaire on or before March 25, 2022 BY 4:00 P.M. AKST.

Due by 4:00 PM AKST March 25, 2022

- Questionnaires are available at www.snc.org or by contacting the Shareholder Department.

Questions or need of assistance?
Please contact the Shareholder Department:

Nome: 907.387.1200,
Anchorage: 907.929.7000,
Toll-free: 1.877.443.2632 or
Email: shareholder@snc.org

Photo taken by Shareholder: Bonnie Reynolds
LOOKING FOR YOU

ANALOAK, WALTER A.  JAMES, THOMAS  OLSON, JENNIFER
ANOWLIC, STEVEN  JOE, DAVID  OMELEAK, RICHARD
ATTATAYUK, JOHN  JOHNSON, MELANIE  OTTON, BRUCE
ATUK, RICHARD  KATEXAC, ROMALD  OZENNA, DAWN
BUCK, MARY  KOWELUK, HARVEY  RYAN, STEVEN
CHAPMAN, OLIVER  LARSEN, DARRELL  SANCHEZ, ANNOKAZOOKA
CHILDERS, ALLISON  LARSEN, ELIZABETH  SILOOK, IVAN
COLEMAN, GRETCHEN  LITTLEFIELD, SCOTT  SMITH, STARLA
DAVIS, WILBUR  LUCIANO, ANTHONY  TEAYOUMEAK, SAM
DOUGLAS, ALIE  MCCLARY, KELLY  WALUNGA, FRANK JR
ERNAK II, FREDERICK  MORGAN, KENDRA  WASHINGTON, PRESTON
FLOYD, RUTH  MURPHY, DANIEL  WITTIE, FRANK B.
GIFFIN, LAURA  MURPHY, JAMES  WITTIE, JAMIE
GREINER, TIMOTHY  NAKARAK, PETER  YOOL, THERESA
HAWORTH, JULIA  O’CONNOR, MARTIN
HEIDLEBAUGH, JAMES  OKPEALUK, SIMON
HICKOK, ELIZABETH  OLIVER, VICKI
JACK, HAZEL  OLSON, ALEXANDRIA

If you know the whereabouts of a missing Shareholder, please submit information on MySNC Portal, contact via email to our Shareholder Department at shareholder@snc.org, or call our Nome office at 907.387.1200 or Anchorage office at 907.929.7000.

Photo taken by Shareholder: Dorcus Okpealuk in Shishmaref, AK.
A submission from the 2022 SNC Land Photo Submission
ITS TAX TIME!

**Shareholders:** a friendly reminder that Annual **and** Elder SNC Trust Heritage Distributions, and SNC CARES Act Direct Assistance Program Federal Funding are **NON-TAXABLE.** Proxy Prizes and Shareholder Department drawing winnings that are **UNDER $600.00** are **NON-TAXABLE.**

Inheritance payments received by a Shareholder who passed before 2018 **ARE SUBJECT TO TAXATION.**

If you received any of the above listed payments that are subject to taxation, you will receive a 1099.

---

Free Tax Preparation

Due to COVID-19, ABDC will provide assistance to your community through the Anchorage office.

Contact ABDC today to obtain **Instruction Packet and Forms**

- **Phone:** (907) 562-0335
- **Email:** frontdesk@abdc.org
- **Website:** www.abdc.org

**Our Mission**

Promote financial stability and economic development in rural Alaska by providing small business consulting services as well as federal income tax return preparation, education and assistance.

---

VTLP Partners: Alaska USA, Bering Strait Village Partners, First National Bank Alaska, GCI, Northrim Bank, IRS Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, State Farm, Wells Fargo
Visit my-cache.org to register and start your application!

**APPLY BY:**

**Summer Term 2022 Deadline:** April 1st by 11:59 pm akst

*Vocational/Job Training: 2 weeks before start of classes*

**Fall Term 2022 Deadline:** June 30th by 11:59 pm akst

*Vocational/Job Training: 2 weeks before start of classes*

You do not need to be a Shareholder to apply, lineal descendants (child, grandchild, great grandchild) are also eligible to apply!

What is considered Vocational or Job Training?

» Certificate Courses  
» Job Training Courses  
» Skill Seminars/Webinars  
» Learning Conferences

Questions?
Please contact:  
Chrystie Saleksy  
Shareholder Relations Officer  
907.387.1226  
Email: csalesky@snc.org

**MySNC Shareholder Portal:**
Easy Access To View & Update Your Shareholder Information!

MySNC will give you fast and secure access to view and update your information and resources.

The portal will allow you to update your contact information including email and mailing address to ensure the correct delivery of dividends/distributions and Important Shareholder news and announcements from SNC. You can sign up for direct deposit and update information when needed, manage custodial accounts, view and print dividend statements, submit information on missing Shareholders.

Sitnasuak Native Corporation’s Shareholder Department is dedicated to keeping all Shareholder records up to date, confidential and readily available to Shareholders. If you haven’t registered, please visit: [shareholder.snc.org/home](http://shareholder.snc.org/home).
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GUIDED BY OUR VALUES

Ukpaisrun | Spirituality
Qinuinnaq | Humility
Kammaklui Nunamiituat | Reverence Toward Nature
Puyaunau Inupiaqtun Itłusiq | Pride in Culture
Iñupiurałuta | Speaking Our Traditional Language
Nagguatun Kulliaq | Honesty
Kattiiłutiqsahagat | Cooperation
Uttakiragagin | Patience
Ağalataasran | Responsibility
Saŋiknaq Sent | Hard Work
Kammaklui | Obedience
Kanniglusi | Open Communication
Aziusrat Sugunnal | Avoidance of Conflict
Munnaklui Kiŋnainisi | Commitment to the Family
Nagguagiktut Ilagyt | Love of Children
Innuqilaqluit Ilagyt | Respecting Others
Utuqannat Kammagiralui | Respect of Elders
Pikkaagupsia Aitturalui | Sharing
Quyniunniq | Humor

Where we are located:

Nome Headquarters
214 Front Street, 2nd floor | PO BOX 905
Nome, AK 99762
Phone: 907.387.1200
Open: M-F
8AM-5PM

Anchorage Office:
2700 Gambell Street, STE #300 | Anchorage, AK 99503
Phone: 907.929.7000
Open: M-F
8AM-5PM

Communications@snc.org
www.snc.org

*Front Cover and Back Cover photos taken by:
Mark Kruse, IT Technician II - Quyana!